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What Are Bibl ical  Strategies For Counsel ing and Evangel ism 
 

SL - 202 Lesson 4 Text 
 
Pat Stark 
 
Session 1 :  I ask them what made them decide to seek counseling. As they talk, I listen to the 
Spirit as well; listening for clues for a beginning place. I probably go deeper more quickly than 
most as I listen beneath the surface of things. They might have one agenda, but my questions go 
much deeper and usually they are crying in a short period of time as they realize they are 
carrying much deeper issues and hurts than what they thought they came with. I just want to 
accomplish what the Spirit is leading me to in that session -- no more, no less. 
 
Session 2:  My only format is to listen to the Spirit and really hear what they are saying as well 
as NOT saying, all the while observing body language, tone, buried tears, etc. If they give me a 
scenario in the present, I ask what emotions they experienced or are experiencing. Then I 
usually ask them when they felt that same emotion before -- childhood? When? What 
happened? I find that most present situations people get stuck in simply are set-ups to past 
emotions that God wants to heal. 
My goal is always to get the axe to the root of where the painful emotions began -- usually in 
childhood unless it's a marriage situation and then they can sometimes come from unhealed 
emotions from a prior marriage or much earlier in the present marriage. Disappointed 
expectations or unfinished business, unforgiveness connected to buried anger. 
 
I believe there are three major roots plus one huge wound that absolutely needs to be healed in 
order to be really free. These 3 need to be healed in people and can come from simply living in 
a broken world with other broken people: 
a. REJECTION (especially in childhood will cause one to sabotage relationships) 
b. ABANDONMENT (connects to rejection but feelings connect to loneliness, aloneness, trying 
to use people to fill their cup and causes co-dependent relationships. It also prevents true 
abandonment to God and his ways, making a person want to control to stay safe.) 
c. SHAME (Shame is so important to deal with because it has to do with a person's identity and 
how they see themselves on the deepest level of their heart. Shame also drives pride so the 
person will fluctuate between feeling "less than" and feeling "more than" others. Because you 
can't put truth on top of a lie and expect it to remain, a person will not live out of their true identity 
of "CHRIST IN ME" -Col. 1:27, until they get their shame belief about themselves to the light and 
get out of agreement with it. Then there is place for a new true identity to begin to take root. I 
hear people who formerly hated themselves say all the time after seeing and getting out of 
agreement with their shame belief, "I'm beginning to love being me!" and they begin to operate 
out of who they have been created to be instead of the lie of the shame. 
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ABUSE: I have never seen a person really get free (although they might get freedoms) until they 
have faced any former abuse issues. Abuse damages and cripples the soul and the abused 
usually carries the shame of the abuser. Once that formerly hidden wound is brought to the 
surface, a person can begin to heal. There are two major things that must be looked at though 
for the healing to progress: 
1. They must see clearly that what happened to them was abuse even if it wasn't as horrific as 
someone else's -- can't minimize and must call it what it was -- abuse. We must face the truth of 
something to release it.  
2. There is usually a buried question that most are afraid to address and it is necessary to 
struggle through it: "Where was God? Why did he let this happen to me?" 
Since abuse is betrayal of trust and healing involves trusting God on the deepest level of the 
heart, that question must be wrestled through with Him. They usually then see Jesus, the man of 
sorrows, weeping for them, waiting for the day when they are ready to heal so He can restore 
their broken heart. 
The major emotions of abuse: are betrayal, powerlessness, ambivalence, shame and contempt. 
I have watched countless people since 1990 when God healed me from the wounds of abuse, 
finally get their true lives back. It's a hard journey, but worth it!!!!!! 
My driving scriptures: Isaiah 61:1-3 Healing brokenheartedness, seeing captives freed, and 
prison doors being opened. Beauty out of ashes. 
 
Kathy Johnson 
 
1.  Before I meet with someone for the first time I have prayed about it and asked the Lord to begin to 
show me the truth of the situation or person before they arrive. This saves much time and allows me 
to get clarification ahead of time. Even if the clarification doesn't come before they arrive and start 
talking, the way for that revelation has been set. The first session with a client includes (at least) the 
following elements: 

A) Brief "getting to know you" rapport-building. This includes obtaining their mental health history - 
diagnoses and medications and previous counseling experiences.  B) "Why have you come here at this 
time?"  C) Confidentiality constraints according to the law and as they might be different because they 
have come to a minister instead of a worldly counselor. D) what they can expect from me, i.e. 
unconditional positive regard, a safe emotional place, employment of what prophetic gifting I have and 
e) that I never lie, even to make people feel good. I will speak the truth in love as gently as possible. If they 
don't "get if then I will speak the truth in love more bluntly. If they still don't "get it" I will speak the truth in love 
even more bluntly until they see truth. I will do my best to speak the Truth at all times and I will do my best 
to hear the Lord with regard to the phrasing and timing of that delivery. I also discuss any payment issues.   
E) "What do you hope to accomplish in our time together? How do you see our "success" in this time 
together? F) During their explanation of what they believe to be their issues of concern I have been both 
listening to them and asking God for the truth of what are their real issues. I then tell them I've already 
been in prayer regarding them and clarify with them what they think is the problem and what the Lord is 
showing me. We review any discrepancies.   G) We come up with a "treatment plan" that defines what 
each of our roles are and the difference between what we can do and what God can do. H) We 
agree what we will each be praying about until the next session and if they have any "homework 
assignments." If their problem is burnout they will have no homework as this will give them something 
upon which to focus their perfectionism and performance issues. I) If applicable I assign them to keep 
track or record of triggering events or emotions - circumstances, feelings, thought processes, etc. as 
well as if their physical state plays a role. J) Also during this session we begin to explore any past trauma 
that has either led or contributed to the current problem. 
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2. Many times I don't start off a session with prayer. Although it sounds like the right thing to do, if the 
person has any hint of a religious spirit this will only feed it. I have prayed before they come and 
sought the Lord on their behalf to see what it is God wants to do in the session. If they want to start 
the session with prayer, I let them pray. If possible, I come into agreement with them. If I cannot come 
into agreement with them, we start the session with a discussion regarding the issue of praying amiss. 
If they still want the session we continue. We explore mindsets involved and how they do not align  
with the Word. We review any personal oaths they have spoken or any self-imposed curses. We review 
the issue of boundary skills or lack thereof. We begin to explore needed behavioral changes and 
substitute behaviors. This confronts on two sides - thought life and behavior. I allow them to emote as 
much as they choose and then, acknowledging their right to feel as they do, confront the truth or untruth 
involved in those feelings and how the feelings are either helping them or not. We discuss what to do with 
unhealthy emotions and how to allow the washing of the water of the Word to help. We review any 
unforgiveness issues and how they are tormented and the benefits of releasing the offense without 
making excuses for the person who harmed them. These types of things are confronted throughout the 
course of treatment. No rose colored glasses. We deal in truth. Deception is confronted with as much 
love and grace as I can extend. The scriptures used vary depending upon the issues, circumstances and 
reactions involved. When applicable we begin to further "deconstruct" trauma. Usually, once we begin this 
process in session they continue to do it between sessions. They usually then begin the session by relating 
their latest insights. An on-going thing with the mentally ill population is helping them understand their 
disorder, the importance of medication and how to apply the Word to their need for healing. We discuss 
the difference between responsibility for the disorder and responsibility to do their best to manage 
the disorder. 

3. I generally deal with burn out, depression, anxiety, behavioral additions, bi-polar, post-traumatic 
stress, abuse recovery and domestic abuse issues. There are occasional teenage issues - usually 
response to either sexual abuse or overly religious expectations leading to rebellion. 

4. For the most part there aren't too many books I can recommend that will help except the Word. 
Most of the people I see are in no shape to handle "homework" or the additional pressure of having to 
retain what they read. After a bit I can and usually do recommend the book "Boundaries" by Townsend. I 
usually offer them my "Some Names of the Lord" book or the book "Purpose Not Performance" or "Not 
Guilty by Reason of Covenant." It isn't so much conceit that I recommend the books that I've written as 
the fact I know exactly what they say and the scriptures involved. It is these same scriptures I use 
throughout the course of counseling. I also use these books because, if they cannot afford them, they 
are sown as seed. In between sessions they continue to process trauma, work at the mind-renewal, 
work to continue to learn to identify their emotions and process them without allowing those emotions 
to "drive the bus." I do not encourage repression -1 discourage it-but I also discourage allowing those 
emotions to dictate behavior and responses. We continue to explore alternative responses. We 
continue to explore options because most of the people I see feel trapped in one way or another. 
 
Maisenbachers 
 
In the first session we ask why the person has chosen to come in for counseling and what are 
their expectations. We listen to their perceptions of what is going on in their life and what their 
relationship with the Lord is. As we listen to them we also are asking Holy Spirit what may be the 
issue He is working on and what season the person may be in at this time. If time permits we 
also ask if there has been any significant dreams they can remember. We also ask how their 
work, family and church relationships are going. For homework we ask them to write down their 
dreams and bring them to the next session. If they do not dream we pray that God will help them 
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to remember and write them down. We always desire to get on the same page with God and it 
seems dreams may be one indicator.   
 
In session two we discuss negative emotions, thoughts, behavior, or communication involving 
themselves or others. This usually will lead to some of the root problems to deal with. Sometimes 
repentance and preventing any further demonic influence in their lives will be the next step.  
 
The first four of the 7 Rs involves repentance: 

1. Reconition 
2. Regret or remorse 
3. Resolution or resolve to change 
4. Reconciliation 

The second three steps involve freedom: 
5. Renounce 
6. Recite 
7. Rejoice 

 
Additional questions to ask that may help in identifying lies and truth in the 7 Rs: 
 

• What need, desire or expectation am I trying to fulfill (security, love, significance, etc.) 
rather than allowing God to meet my need through opportunities I must walk out? (Phil. 
4:19) 

• What lie do I believe that does not line up with His Word? (2 Cor. 10:4) 
• What negative emotion do I sense which may lead to one of my unbiblical beliefs? 

(Proverbs 15:13) 
• Could my anger be from fear, pride or shame? (Colossians 3:8) 
• What am I trying to control or manipulate? (1 Samuel 15:23) 
• Am I operating in pride, legalism, perfectionism, or always needing to be right?   (2 Cor. 

5:12) 
• Have I taken on false responsibilities and striving so that I can feel fulfilled? (Luke 10:40) 
• Who or what am I afraid of? (Matthew 10:31) 
• What walls of protection have I put in place to avoid any possible hurt and pain? (Jer. 

32:33) 
• Am I judging people who do not align with my beliefs or actions? (Matthew 7:21) 
• Do I feel condemned or feel shame? (Romans 8:1) 
• Is it healthy or illegitimate shame or guilt? (Romans 3:23) 
• How have  my beliefs affected my identity? (Galatians 4:6-7) 
• Do I often experience self pity? (Psalm 27:14) 
• Do I find myself self-focused and self-absorbed too much of the time?  

(Galatians 5:17) 
• Am I trying to experience excessive pleasure that has turned into an addiction that 

constantly needs to be satisfied? (Romans 15:3) 
• Have I made a vow that keeps me locked into believing and acting a certain way? (Matt. 

7:2) 
• Do I sense that people reject me all the time? (Romans 11:2) 
• Why am I negative, critical, and jealous much of the time? (James 3:16) 
• Do I have difficulty setting healthy boundaries with people who seem to take advantage 

of me? (Galatians 1:5) 
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• Do I have a soul tie or emotional tie to someone….or them to me? (1 Timothy 4:1) 
• Do I remember experiencing the same emotion or incident previously in my life? If I do 

remember, what took place? What is Holy Spirit showing me (revelation)? Where do I 
see Jesus and myself in that situation? (2 Corinthians 10:5)  

• Am I having difficulty separating the person from the negative spirit they occasionally 
entertain, creating anger and frustration? (Ephesians 6:12) 

 
Obviously the above additional questions will not all be dealt with in session two. Some  
of them may be discussed during later sessions. We may also encourage individuals  
to see if they might sense the Lord speaking to them regarding any of the following: 

• A person  
• A situation or memory  
• A negative emotion  
• A belief or thought (that does not line up with the Word of God)  
• An undesirable behavior  

 
In between meetings we encourage people to take time to rest, pray, journal, and record their 
dreams. Spending intimate time with the Lord to process your healing is important during this season.  
 
Usually most individuals need additional training or education to help in evaluating current 
patterns of thinking that may not line up with biblical principles. The Bible and the following books 
are good basic resources to help.   
Some books that we consistently recommend are: 
 
Identity – “Search for Significance” by Robert McGee 
Codependence – “Facing Codependence” Pia Mellody 
Boundaries – Henry Cloud 
Healing – “Born to Fly” – Pat Stark  
Diversity of Healing – “If I’m Healed By His Stripes Then Why Do I Still Hurt” – Becky  
 Maisenbacher  
Sexual Abuse – “The Wounded Heart” – Dan Allender 
Parenting – “The New Six-Point Plan for Raising Happy, Healthy Children” – John   
 Rosemond 
Burn out – “Purpose Not Performance” – Katherine Johnson 
Dreams - Dream Encounters – Barbie Breathitt 
Gender – “Guardian Angel” – Skip Moen 
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